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VISION OF MECH.COM
Mech.com is a community-focused metaverse game in which each
player owns an NFT mech that is completely individual to its owner.
Every unique mech looks different, feels different, and has different
abilities. Players use mechs to earn Ore in the game, which can be
turned into our cryptocurrency called Forge Token. Ore can be
earned by mining resources, fighting arena battles, and spent to
upgrade and repair your mech. Ore can be turned into Forge
Tokens in the Trading Post, and then used to breed two mechs or
purchase new mechs from our Mech Marketplace.

Mech.com is both a Player Versus Environment (PVE and a Player
Versus Player (PVP game built on the Ethereum blockchain, and is
built on the premise that ‘fun comes first.’ Our sole focus is for the
community itself to build the most exciting, repayable, and
profitable NFT game on the market for the players. Our vision is for
players to build businesses inside the Mech.com metaverse using
our embedded tools. Players will be able to buy land, create shops,
upgrades, and sell wares to facilitate other players.
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ABOUT MECH.COM
Mech.com was created by Trey Smith, the founder of Kayabit
Games. Kayabit Games amassed over 100,000,000 downloads of
their games. Trey and his team have extensive experience creating
popular and, more importantly, playable games: eight of the games
invented by Kayabit team broke the Top 10 of the App Store. Ten of
the Kayabit games created by Trey and his team were published by
the Ketchapp and Ubisoft.

Trey is also the co-founder of the largest no-code game
development software, Buildbox. Buildbox has more than 1,000,000
users and has been used to create thousands of games, which in
turn have had billions of downloads. After exiting Buildbox, Trey
decided to pursue a new path, and create the largest and most indepth multiplayer 3D NFT game on the market, Mech.com.
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NFT (NON-FUNGIBLE TOKEN)
Every aspect of the metaverse inside of the Mech.com game is an
NFT. This means every mech, building, mining center, arena, and
object in the game is owned by the community and ownership of
each NFT item is written to the blockchain.

Users will be able to upgrade and expand their mech NFTs, and
even earn cryptocurrency by owning larger buildings that generate
tokens inside of the game.

Players can also breed two NFTs to create a third that is valid and
playable in the game.
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Mechs
NFTs are the cornerstone for the Mech.com game, starting with the
mechs themselves.

Each player’s mech is randomly generated by our Artificial
Intelligence system. The algorithm we have built, called Cerebro,
uses random variables to mix and match a predetermined set of 3D
objects and items to create completely new and unique mechs.

Each mech is fully animated and carefully escorted through our
quality control and ability validation process to ensure proper
balancing of its fighting and mining capability. The absolutely best
and favorite of our mechs are earmarked by the Cerebro algorithm.
Cerebro then studies these most successful mechs via our private
machine learning program to improve the future output of new
mechs.

Each randomly generated mech includes a 3D model given as both
a GIF and as a PNG image. These mechs come with specific
attributes that are unique and critical for its success in the
Mech.com game. There are three classes of Mech attributions; the
Build Class, the Ability Class, and the Resource Class.
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Mech Build Class
In the Build Class, several attributes are based on the NFT 3D
model itself, such as height and weight. The height attribute is
given based upon the height of the model, and the weight is
calculated using the surface area of the model. Each mech’s power
is determined via Cerebro, using the size of the torso and the type
of wheel used. Each faction has a different color. For example,
Legendary mechs are gold and black, Nixie mechs are blue. Each
mech’s faction is determined by the tier drop from which the player
acquired their Mech.

Attribution

Classification Method

Class

Visual Style

Faction

Species of each NFT Drop

Color

Based on Faction

Height

Height of 3D model

Weight

Surface Area of 3D model

Power

Wheel and/or Torso size
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Mech Ability Class
In the Ability Class, a mech’s speed is determined based on the
previously calculated power and weight of Build Class of the said
mech. The weapons equipped on the 3D model determine the
mech’s capability in attack, armor, and mining. In certain
circumstances, height and weight can also play a part in deciding
Ability Class attributions. Proper calculation and balancing of mech
capabilities is critical to an encouraging and engaging gameplay. An
incredible mining mech may not be quite as strong as another in
battle, a very fast mech may not be so proficient at mining, a
heavily armored mech may not be light on its treads. Synth is an
unknown and yet-to-be-debuted force in the Mech.com
metaverse.

Attribution

Calculation Method

Speed

Weight and Power of 3D model

Attack

AI-given guns on 3D model

Armor

Weight and manual adjustment
from guns

Mining

Height and manual adjustment
from guns
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Synth

Randomly determined variable

Mech Resource Class
In the Resource Class, there are three attributions used to
determine a mech’s abilities. All three attributions (Engineering,
Technology, and Luck) are determined by a random number
generator. Engineering is used for faster breeding new NFT mechs.
The higher a mech’s engineering, the faster the breeding process
will complete. Technology is used in upgrading mechs and
repairing battle-damaged mechs; a higher technology skill allows
the player to perform these tasks faster. Luck will be used to grant
bonuses in future updates of Mech.com.

Attribution

Calculation Method

Engineering

Random Variable Generator

Technology

Random Variable Generator

Luck

Random Variable Generator

Note that in both the Ability Class and the Resource Class, skills
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are generated on a scale of one to five. The threshold, or degree
of intensity, between 1 and 5 is not so large that it effects Battle
Arena gameplay. That is to say, a mech with a speed of 5 will move
noticeably faster than a speed of 1, but it will not ruin the gameplay
by running circles around one with weaker speed attributions.

Further, a mech’s attributions are not static. Players are able to
upgrade and improve mechs via engineering shops while in Player
Versus Environment (PVE game play. This gives users the option to
change their attributes based upon upgrades.

Besides the mechs themselves, you’ll find that all the different
elements in the Mech.com metaverse are NFTs. Every object, land,
mine, and even every arena, will be owned by someone in the
Mech.com community. There are benefits to owning certain
objects, areas, and environments that will be outlined as we
develop further.

Objects
Mech.com metaverse objects are the parts that make up individual
mechs (guns, armor, wheels, lights, etc.) and they are the items
found inside the game (such as explosives, trees, farms, land, etc.).
Copyright © 2022 Mech.com
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New NFTs will be dropped over time inside the game, for example
Workshops and Mod Centers. There will also be utilities and tools
that can be used by players to create NFTs inside the Mech.com
metaverse.

Mech.com is truly a play-and-own game where every single object
inside of the game can be owned by an individual. Players may
buy, sell, and trade these objects with others or simply hold onto
them and and watch them develop over time.

Currently, all of the Mech.com NFTs are minted and sold via
OpenSea.io, and will later be available through our internal
marketplace. When someone sells an NFT, Mech, Inc receives a
10% royalty free as the creator of the NFT. Please see OpenSea’s
Royalty Article for more information on royalties for creators.

Structures
Structures inside the Mech.com metaverse are also available for
user ownership.

These structures include Motherships, Battle Arenas, and several
other locations such as Upgrade Centers, Body Shops, Mines, and
Copyright © 2022 Mech.com
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more. Motherships are where players dock their mechs to breed.
Once docked, players spend Forge Tokens to breed two mechs into
a completely new mech NFT that can be played in the game.

In order to breed two mechs, they must be docked inside of a
Mothership and a specific amount of Forge Tokens must be spent.
A certain allocation of those Forge Tokens will be set aside for the
owner of the Mothership. Multiple Motherships will be accessible
from the Player Versus Environment map, and all of them will be
owned by the community.

Another structure inside of Mech.com are Battle Arenas. Battle
Arenas are what they sound like; they are locations on the PVE map
where players can set their mechs against each other for Token
prizes. Those who own a Battle Arena earn a portion of the tokens
that are spent to enter and compete in their arena.

Though Motherships and Battle Arenas are the only Structures
currently released as part of the Mech.com metaverse, other
structures will be released in the future, including Upgrade Centers,
Body Shops, Mines, and more.

Land
Copyright © 2022 Mech.com
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The Player Versus Environment element of the Mech.com game
consists of lasting expanses of land; think of rolling hills of material
and mineral-rich worlds to explore and develop resources. These
units of land are available as NFTs as well, and just like the real
world, players can own certain areas to be built upon or mined. As
Mech.com grows, we want users to be able to grow, build upon,
and monetize the land they own as we expand. Land will operate
similarly to how Structures will.

Marketplace
Mech.com will absolutely have its own Marketplace. We are
currently developing our Marketplace as a place for us to put
mechs up for sale and for players to sell their mechs and other
NFTs.

That said, it be more than simply a place to sell and buy. The
Marketplace will serve as a complete mech lineage tracker, a mech
stats tracker, and a success tracker for each mech. Any Mech.com
user will be able to see a given mech’s heritage, its upgrades, its
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potential for success. Think of the Marketplace as a way to get a
complete dossier on any mech for sale.
The stats in the Marketplace will include;

-

-

-

Generation
Offspring count
Faction type
Upgradable levels + upgrades
• Armor
• Attack
• Speed
• Mining
Fixed Stats
• Engineering
• Luck
• Technology
• Synth
Rarity of each received trait
Total amount of Ore mined
Total number mini games entered
• Win/lose ratio
• Amount of games won/lost
Total number of arena games entered
• Win/lose ration
• Amount of games won/lost
Amount of ore spent
Amount of utility token spent
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Metaverse
We are building Mech.com in two different stages. The first stage
is the core world, which we’ve outlined thus far in this document.
The second phase will be our metaverse. Here, players will own
land, build businesses, have workshops, and more to cater to the
mech community.

After the core Mech.com world, we will create the Mech.com
metaverse. The core world will be the starting point in the
Mech.com game and the metaverse will surround it. Players may
purchase land in the surrounding areas, including in designated
residential, commercial, and industrial zones.

The residential zone is an area for players to build workshops to
park their mechs. When users own a workshop, their mech will
slowly restore health while parked inside.

The commercial zone is a space for players to host mech stores,
trading posts, and parts purchasing locations, etc. Using our
integrated tools, players will be able to create their own NFTs to
sell right inside of the Mech.com game. Players can make guns,
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build parts, upgrade mechs, and more, and then sell them to the
community for Ore or Forge Tokens.

The industrial zone is largely for owners of major structures in the
Mech.com metaverse, like Motherships and Arenas. There will be
mech stores like the commercial zone, but the average mech player
would likely have little use for them at this time. They are for more
intense and heavy duty repairs and upgrades. We will shed more
light on this in the months to come.
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GAMEPLAY
At Mech.com, gameplay is incredibly important to us. We are
implementing multiple game balancing techniques and specific
overpopulation prevention tactics to ensure a fair and fun gameplay
for every player of Mech.com.

Mech.com’s gameplay is broken down into two primary sections:

 PVE Player Versus Environment)
 PVP Player Versus Player)

PVE (Player Versus Environment)
PVE is the play-to-earn section of the game where players can earn
cryptocurrency inside of the game. Players can also create,
upgrade and repair mechs. In the PVE section of the game, players
cannot attack each other.
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Mining & Ore
The core of PVE in Mech.com is mining. Mining resources helps you
earn Ore, upgrade, repair, and battle mechs. In order to mine, you
must drive your mech to a designated mining site, which can be
found via accessing a PVE area map. There are multiple mines in
the PVE area, any of which can be used to gather resources.
Remember, mines can be owned by members of the Mech.com
community and the more the PVE map expands, the more mines
will be dropped and can be acquired by any of us. Mining does
slightly decrease a mech’s health bar, but not nearly at the same
rate as taking damage in Team Royale or Battle Royale Arenas.

Upon entering a mine, players will play a Match Three-style minigame where they must try to successfully match three Iron Ore in a
row (a la Candy Crush, Jewel Quest, Gardenscape, etc.). Each time
three Iron Ore are matched, it will add a single Ore to their
inventory. This Ore is then brought to the Forge, where players can
turn Ore into Forge Tokens. Forge Token is an Ethereum-based
cryptocurrency on the blockchain and will be tradable on
exchanges.
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Players can use Ore to repair, upgrade, or enter battles. Players
then use Forge Tokens to breed or purchase new NFTs in our
marketplace. Forge Tokens may be traded or exchanged on major
cryptocurrency exchanges.

Mining is not a completely exhausted concept of Mech. There is so
much more we can do to develop this part of the game, it was
created by us to be flexible and expandable and to grow as Mech
grows. Looking forward, we can create different kinds of Ores to be
mined, some more valuable than others. Various Ores could be
used for different upgrades and repairs, and having a variable store
of value will cause rarity in different ores. This opens up a new and
massive world of mineral variety, rarity, and even phasing. This
means that players could even forge variations to create different
tokens.

Upgrading & Abilities
Upgrade Centers are for players who wish to upgrade their ability
class. They can do this in designated areas of the PVE gameplay.
These Upgrade Centers allow players to add new guns, more
power, more armor, to increase their mining speed, and thus it
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allows mechs to improve their attack skills, to move faster, to mine
more efficiently, to have more defensive armor.

Ore, and later Forge Tokens, will be used as a way to improve and
upgrade your Mech. In the future, players can add customizations
to the look of the mech, to the skins on the mech or the character,
and customize their homes, workshops, etc.

Any upgrades and additions that are made will remain with the
mech they are used on. If a player decides to sell their mech, the
purchaser will receive any additions or upgrades purchased. All
upgrades will be written to the blockchain to keep a record, as well
as all statistics directly tied to the mech, like win-loss statics in
battle, the amount of Ore that has been Mined, and other stats
from the use of this mech in the game.

Keep this in mind when considering the value of your mech. If a
player decides to breed their mech, the resulting offspring will have
a higher chance of receiving those same additions and upgrades.

Just like any other structure, Upgrade Centers are also NFTs that
will be available for sale with later drops. Any player who owns an
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Upgrade Center will receive an allocated portion of the total Forge
Tokens spent in their owned Upgrade Center.

Repairing
Every mech has an active health meter that starts with 0 and has a
maximum of 100 health points. Players can lose health in two ways:
by taking damage in the Battle Arena games and, to a significantly
lesser extent, by losing mini-games when mining for Iron Ore. When
a mech’s health is fully depleted, a player will be removed from the
gameplay area to the player’s initial start point. At this point, players
are unable to use the depleted mech to mine for resources,
upgrade their mechs, or breed or battle mechs. The mech will
remain unusable until it is repaired sufficiently.

Mechs repair very slowly when not in a workshop, but players can
speed up their recovery by visiting Body Shops. Players drive their
mech to one of these many repair stations and use their Ore to
make repairs. Players may choose how much to repair their mech,
and may add 25, 50, 75 or 100 health points. Note that there is an
additional fee if mechs enter Body Shops with 0 Health Points. It’s
important to take care of your mech, and not allow it to be
completely drained of its health. Just like Upgrade Centers and
Copyright © 2022 Mech.com
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Mines, Body Shops are also NFTs. This means that players who
own a Body Shop will keep a portion of the proceeds spent to
repair Mechs in their shop.

A central focus to the team here at Mech.com is finding the proper
balance between the cost of repairs and the gains acquired by
mining. We did this by allowing damage in mining. The lower health
a mech has, the slower the mining process will take. Some damage
acquisition is necessary to stop players from spamming the Match
Three-style mini-game that is played to mine Ore. Players who even
attempt to play the game correctly will mine many more Ore than
they would spend replenishing health.
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Breeding
A critical part of the Mech.com ecosystem is breeding mech NFTs.
The breeding process consists taking two mechs to a Mothership
and breeding them to create a third, completely unique mech
offspring. The original two mechs are kept by their owner, and the
new mech offspring is full-featured mech NFT written to the
blockchain. The phenotype (the mech’s expressed characteristics
from its lineage) of the new mech offspring is determined using
Cerebro’s random variable generator system and the traits of the
parents of the new mech.

The algorithm for the transfer of mech genes to their offspring is
still in development. As of now, the offspring of two mechs have a
50/50 chance of getting the trait of the parent. Every trait is either
fully expressed or not and the phenotype (expressed genetic trait)
is determined by a dice roll. For example, if a Blaze Elite and a
Terra Elite breed, the resulting offspring will either get the special
move Fire Bomb or it will get the special move Earthquake, it will
not get a combination of the two. There are 50/50 odds on if the
offspring will receive Fire Bomb or Earthquake. A roll of 1, 3, or 5
will force Fire Bomb as a Special Ability and a roll of 2, 4, or 6 will
induce the Earthquake Special Ability. This applies to all traits in
Copyright © 2022 Mech.com
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the Mech.com metaverse, including Special Particle Effects (i.e.
squid tail, glow effect), Special Coloring (i.e. Legendary Gold, Elite
Silver), and Special Bonuses (i.e. 5% defense). Bred mechs
continue to store their parents genotype and genetic data, and
future mechs down the line run the chance of seeing grandparents
and great-grandparents phenotypical traits expressed in mechs in
later generations. For example, if a Legendary breeds with a Nixie,
then the resulting offspring breeds with a Blaze, there is a very
small chance (but a chance nonetheless) that the offspring’s
resulting genetic heir could host Legendary coloring or Legendary
traits.

In order to initiate the breeding process, players must enter a
Mothership and choose two different mechs. The resulting
offspring upon exit is a third, playable NFT that is available to hold
as an asset, to play in the game, or to sell on the marketplace.

In the Motherships, players will use their earned Forge Tokens to
begin breeding, and the resulting offspring will inherit some of the
look, feel, the build, and mech abilities from the parents. This
includes special edition mech traits, like the gold and black accent
colors on the Founder Legendary Edition Mechs, and the special
abilities from the Faction Elite Mechs.
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To reiterate, these new mechs will act as completely new
independent NFTs that are owned by the player who fuses them.

However, mechs are not able to breed indefinitely. As we have
seen from NFT games that have launched already, there must be a
limit to the breeding mechanism of the game. We are actively
investigating the best way to prevent overpopulation. Restriction of
the mech population will consist of three separate methods, the
first is a limit to the number of times any given mech may breed
total. This will likely be capped between 5 and 7 generations.
Another way we will limit overpopulation is by increasing the cost of
breeding with session. For example, a Legendary mech will cost X
amount to breed the first time, then X*1.5 the second time, so on
and so forth. The increasing price structure, but this will make it
more expensive to circumvent our overpopulation caps. Finally,
there will be a cool down period when breeding mechs. The cool
down period will be shorter for mechs with a higher Engineering
ability score. Further, players will only be able to breed mechs that
have full health. Health ratings can be diminished slightly from
mining and much more severely impacted in Arena battles. Higher
stakes have higher consequences. Users can regenerate health by
visiting Repair Centers.
Copyright © 2022 Mech.com
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We are currently investigating the best implementations of burn
mechanisms of the Mech.com mechs to prevent hyperinflation of
the population. Stay tuned for updates on how we approach this.
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PVP (PLAYER VERSUS PLAYER)
Player Versus Player (PVP is the battle portion of the Mech
gameplay, where players use their Mechs to combat each other in
multiplayer battles for prizes like Forge Tokens. PVP gameplay can
take one of two forms in the Mech metaverse; Team Royale and
Battle Royale.

These PVP battles occur solely in Battle Arenas in predetermined
locations on PVP gameplay area maps. In order to enter an arena, a
player must pay a small fee of Forge Tokens. Then, the pool of
Tokens is split between the winners of the match.

Battle Arenas, like other Mech structures, are NFTs owned by
people in our communities. Battle Arenas can be traded on
OpenSea or on our soon-to-be-released marketplace. Owners of
Battle Arenas earn a portion of the Forge Tokens that are paid by
players upon entry.
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Team Royale
A Team Royale begins with players spending Forge Tokens to enter
the Battle Arena. There is a minimum health requirement to enter
the arena, but we have not settled on how much that will be. The is
also a required minimum Forge Token value that will vary with each
Arena. Some Arenas may require 50 Forge Tokens, some may
require 50% of your Forge Tokens, others still might ask for 100% of
your Tokens to enter. This means that Arenas that require more
Forge Tokens to enter will yield more prize money to the winner(s)
of the Team Royale. Please note that a portion of the Forge Tokens
spent upon entry to the Arena is dedicated to the owner of the
Arena as host and caretaker of the space.

Upon entering the Arena, players are split evenly into teams. Then,
mechs on each team battle their opposers using guns, special
abilities, and more, to attack and defeat mechs on the rival team. If
a mech is fully depleted of its Health points, it will noticeably break
down and will be transported back to the PVE gameplay area of the
Mech.com metaverse until it is repaired. Your mech will slowly
repair itself over time, and your health meter will slowly refill. This
can take a long time, so you can speed up the process by bringing
your mech to a repair center. Recall that you cannot breed your
Copyright © 2022 Mech.com
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mech unless you are at full health, but you can still perform
upgrades on your mech by visiting the body shop and you can
reenter Arena battles. Mechs with higher Armor ratings will take
damage at a slightly lower rate. That said, we do not recommend
entering your mech into any battles with less than 100% full health.

Battle Royale
Battle Royale games begin much the same way that Team Royale
games do; with players entering a Battle Arena using some of their
mined Forge Tokens. However, a Mech.com Battle Royale is a
multiplayer game fighting against other mechs. Battle Royale
Arenas also have minimum health requirements, these rules follow
the same guidelines as the Team Royale Arenas.

In Battle Royale games, players are not on teams. Instead, players
will battle it out until the last one is standing, King of the Hill-style.
The final mech standing wins the game and the prize Forge Tokens.

Just like with Team Royale Arenas, the owner of Battle Royale arena
will receive a small portion of the tokens received as entry fees.
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Mini-Games
While we are finishing development of the game, we’ll launch minigames where players can battle others in small, bite-sized
gameplay experiences such as racing.
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GAME ECONOMY
Mech is a play-to-earn game. Unlike other games that focus on
pay-to-win, Mech players have the chance to earn Ore, and
ultimately Forge Tokens, while playing the game. Players can even
build true businesses inside the Mech metaverse.

The in-game economy of Mech is a critical part of the play-to-earn
mechanics of the game itself. The key components of our in-game
economy are: (1 the Forge Token, 2 the Play-to-Own mechanics,
and (3 how this fits into the blockchain.

Forge Token
The Forge Token is an ERC20 Token built on the Ethereum
blockchain. The Forge Token completely powers the Mech
metaverse, everything runs on Tokens. Players can earn Forge
Tokens by mining Iron Ore or by winning Battles against other
players. This ERC20 token will be minted with a total supply of 1
billion coins. We will be gradually unlocking Forge Tokens on a
rolling, 6-month schedule that will last for 10 years. We will
announce more details soon.
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In the near future, we can expect to see staking options in
Mech.com, which would encourage users to stake both their NFTs,
and potentially the Forge Token itself. The central goal for Forge
Tokens’ existence is to enable our players and our NFT owners to
earn inside of the game.

The Blockchain
The Mech.com game uses the Ethereum blockchain. This allows
every NFT and item in the game, including mechs themselves, to
be written to the Ethereum blockchain. Players will play use their
mechs by linking their cryptowallet via an application like MetaMask
or Coinbase. Mechs will be accessible for use in other compatible
games as well.

Because your NFTs are on the blockchain, this means you’ll never
have to save data or use a login to access your mech. You can use
different devices and connect easily with your wallet to access
your unique mech and all of its current upgrades, health, mining,
items, and more.
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We are also investigating layer two networks, like Polygon, to save
in gas fees and increase overall read/write speed.

Play To Earn
Every transaction in the Mech.com metaverse uses Forge Tokens.
This includes forging Tokens from Iron Ore, buying upgrades in
Upgrade Centers, repairing mechs in Body Shops, breeding mechs
in Motherships, paying Battle Arena (both Team and Battle Royale)
entrance fees, and winning Forge Tokens in Battle Arenas.

We are utilizing the Play-to-Earn methodology to reward players for
engaging with the Mech ecosystem. This includes, but is not
limited to:

• Mining Ore
• Participating in Battle Arenas
• Owning Motherships, Upgrade Centers, and Body Shops
• Owning and caring for plots of land
• Utilizing the Mech marketplace
• Breeding Mechs to create new NFTs
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Forge Tokens will be released in tiers and on a rolling schedule that
will be announced soon.

We here at Mech know how important it is to properly balance the
economy of our metaverse, and our primary goal is to work with the
community and receive feedback. We want this to be a communityowned game, from beginning to end. We are working closely with
people and professions of all kinds, from economists to game
designers, to reduce any grinding of gears while creating a
genuinely fun gaming experience.

As a result, those players who devote more of their time to increase
their skills in the Mech game will have the potential of earning
much more Forge Tokens. We have a clear path to help ensure
proper game machinery.

Play To Own
As we have mentioned, everything in the Mech metaverse,
including the mechs, structures, objects, and every plot of land, will
be owned by our community. This goes from Fusion Motherships to
trees, from pathways to Battle Arenas. Not only will our players own
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these items, they will be able to monetize most of them throughout
the expansion of the game.

We’re creating the first truly player owned game and pushing the
boundaries of what the metaverse is really about. With Mech, you’ll
be branching well above just playing a game.

You’ll be playing your game.
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MECH.COM
Discord
Twitter
Telegram
OpenSea

This white paper’s information does not constitute investment advice, financial advice, trading
advice, or any other type of advice, and you should not treat any of its content as such.
Mech.com does not recommend that you buy, sell, or hold any cryptocurrency. Before making
any investment decisions, conduct your own due diligence and consult with your financial
advisor. This White Paper is intended only to share our current thoughts about the future
direction of Mech.com with our community, it could change at any time.
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